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Doubly stochastic, unitary, unimodular, and complex orthogonal 
power embeddings 
ROBERT C. THOMPSON and CHI-CHIN TUNG KUO 
1. Introduction 
We shall say that a finite matrix A is embedded in a larger finite matrix M if A 
is the leading principal submatrix of M, and we write Mz>A or AcM. If M'nA' 
for i=1, 2, ..., k, we say A is power embedded in M to exponent Ic. We also say that 
M is a dilation of A. Many years ago, in connection with unitary dilation theory for 
Hilbert space operators, E. EGERVARY [2] studied power embeddings of a contraction 
A into a unitary M. The objective of this note is to sharpen Egervary's result and 
also to obtain analogous power embedding theorems into a doubly stochastic matrix, 
or into an integral unimodular matrix, or into a complex orthogonal matrix. The 
fact that more or less analogous theorems are obtainable suggests that various other 
parts of the presently existing rather extensive unitary dilation theory for infinite 
dimensional operators is capable of expansion in various directions. See, for example 
[1] and [5]. 
In each of our cases, the dilation M will turn out to exist if and only if it has at 
least kd more rows then A, where 5 is a measure of how far A is itself from the doubly 
stochastic, unimodular, unitary, or orthogonal state. 
2. Doubly stochastic power embeddings 
Let A be an aXa matrix with nonnegative entries. We consider whether it is 
possible to find a power embedding of A to exponent k into a doubly stochastic 
matrix M. (Thus M is to have real nonnegative entries with row and column sums 
equal to one.) Here k is fixed and specified in advance, and we wish also to know the 
size of the smallest dilation M. 
Of course, a doubly stochastic dilation of A could exist only if A is a contraction 
in the sense of nonnegative matrices, that is, has each row and column sum at most 
one. In this case we say that A is a double stochastic contraction. So assume that A is 
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a double stochastic contraction, set A = and let 
a 
d = a- 2 au 
measure the doubly stochastic deficiency of A. (Plainly d^O with equality if and 
only if A is doubly stochastic.) Now take 8 to be the least integer satisfying S a d . 
This quantity 6 is an integral measure of the doubly stochastic deficiency of A, 
with ¿ = 0 precisely when contraction A is doubly stochastic. 
Theorem 1. Let the nonnegative matrix A be a doubly stochastic contraction, 
and define the integral doubly stochastic deficiency 8 of A as above. Then A possesses 
a doubly stochastic power embedding M to exponent k, i.e., 
(1) M' =3 A' for l ^ i s k , 
with M having p. more rows than A, if and only if p^k8. 
The proof requires several lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that A is not doubly stochastic, that M is, and that (1) holds. 
Then, after a permutation similarity preserving A, M takes the form M=[Mij\Q^ijSk 
with 
(a) MM=A, and the other diagonal blocks Mu square, 
(b) Mtj=0 whenever j=i+2, 
(c) Mto=0 for all /, 
(d) Each row of each M / i+1 is nonzero, for all i with (Read Mkfk+1 
as Mk0.) 
Proof . The proof is by induction on k, the case k=\ being trivial. Suppose 
the result established for k, and now assume that Mlz>Al for i=k+1 also. Per-
form a permutation similarity on M, permuting only rows (and columns) that pass 
through Mn. Note that M ^ 0, since M1 2=0 forces Mu to be doubly stochastic, 
hence Af01=0, and therefore forces M^—A to be doubly stochastic, a contradic-
tion. (When k=\, M12 is M10.) We chose our permutation similarity so that the 
nonzero rows in Afia are the last rows, i.e., 
with A/i'3=0 and with each row in M'w nonzero. (Conceivably, block M^ is vacu-
ous, and when k— 1 subscript 3 is read as 0.) Partition and renumber the blocks in 
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M in accord with this pattern: 
M0 Q = M m , M 0 1 = [Mo!, Mq'J, M0J- = M 0 ' y + 1 , 
M S M S ® 
MI0=M?+LTQ, MN = [M/+1>I, M/+1>2], MU = M[+LJ+1, 
with square blocks Af„, M£2. Then M partitions as M = [ M y ] 0 S i j S j k + 1 with 
M'00=A. At this moment, it is conceivable that block row 1 is absent. We show that 
M'02=0. The leading block in Mk+1' is 
Ak+1+M0'2M2'3.! .Mlk+1Mi+U0. 
By hypothesis this equals Ak+1. Since M23, ..., Mk+li0 each has all rows non-
zero, we deduce that MQ2=0. If the block row labeled i= 1 were absent, so would 
be block column i, hence M'00=A would be doubly stochastic, a contradiction. This 
completes the induction step. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that doubly stochastic M=[A/y] has the block form de-
scribed in Lemma 1, where M^ is n^nj. Then d^nt for l^i^k. 
Proo f . If <2 is a matrix, oQ will denote the sum of the entries of Q. Because M 
is doubly stochastic and has leading block row A, M01,0, 0, ..., 0, we get oM01=d. 
Fix p , l ^ p S k . Then, by columns, 
hence 
therefore, 
o[Mlj]lsiSp,1SjSp+1-oMPtP+1 n i + . . . + n p - d . 
But 
Therefore dsoMPtP+1^oMp0+(rMpl+...+oMPwk=np. Hence dSnp as desired; 
l ^ p S k . (Where necessary, read subscripts modulo fc+1.) 
Lemma 3. If A possesses a doubly stochastic power embedding M, to exponent 
k, with M having p more rows than A, then p^kS. 
Proof . p=n1+...+nk and d^nt for each i. Since is integral, S^n, for 
all i, therefore n^kS. 
it* 
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Lemma 4. Given olXol contraction A, there exists an (a+<5)x(a+<5) doubly 
stochastic matrix 
Here 5 is as before, S^d. 
Proof . We apply Ky Fan's criterion [4, see also 3] for the solvability of a mixed 
system of linear equalities and inequalities. Let the row sums of A be rh and the col-
umn sums be cy, 1 s i , j s a . The condition to be satisfied is that the matrix 
[°c I) 
have row sums 1 — r( in the top block row, and 1 in the other block row, plus a corre-
sponding column statement. These are the equalities to be considered. The inequalities 
are that the entries of B, C, D are to be nonnegative. We treat these entries as un-
knowns. If(/>, q) is a position in B, C, or D, we introduce real dummy variables up, vq 
and a real nonnegative dummy variable wpq. Form a column vector u from the up, 
and a row vector v from the vq. Form also a column vector c=[l— rx, 1 — r2, ..., 
1— ra, 1, 1, ..., 1]T displaying the proposed row sums in (2), and a row vector 
r = [ l - c 1 , 1—c2, ..., 1 —ca, 1, 1, ..., 1] displaying the proposed column sums. Ky 
Fan's test for the solvability of our mixed system of equalities and inequalities 
amounts to this: We must show that the conditions 
(3) up+vq+wpq — 0 
(up, vq real, wp,aO) for all (p, q) belonging to blocks B, C, D imply 
(4) (u, c)+(r, 
where ( • , •) is the standard inner product. This is easily done. Let U0 be the maxi-
mum entry among ult ...,ua and the maximum entry among ua+1, ..., ua+s. 
Similarly let V0 be the maximum entry among vlt ..., va, and Vx the maximum entry 
among va+1, ..., va+i. Noting that 2 T 0 - r d = 2 i ( l - c j ) = ^ we get 
(u,c)+(r, v) Uod+UJ + Vod+VJ = 
= ( U o + V O d H U i + V J d H U i + V J Q - d ) == 0, 
owing to (3) and d^S. 
P roo f of Theorem 1. If A is doubly stochastic the necessity of fi^kd is 
trivial since ¿=0 . If A is not doubly stochastic, fi^kd follows from Lemma 3. 
Conversely, let p. be any integer satisfying p^kS. Construct the blocks B, C, D 
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described by Lemma 4. Now take M to be the direct sum of 
A B 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 I 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 0 ... I 
C D 0 0 ... 0 
and a (ji—fc<5)-square identity matrix. The identity matrices in the above block are 
5xd. Then M is doubly stochastic and M'ziA' for l^i^k. 
3. Unitary power embeddings 
Our objective in this section is to sharpen Egervary's theorem on unitary power 
embeddings. Let matrix A have complex elements. To be embeddible at all in a uni-
tary matrix, each singular value of A must be s i , i.e., A must be a contraction. So 
assume that A is a contraction. The unitary deficiency 8 of contraction A is now 
defined as the number (with multiplicity) of singular values of A strictly less than one. 
Thus ¿ = 0 if and only if A is unitary, and, in general for contraction A, 8 is the rank 
of I—AA*, also the rank of I—A*A. 
Theorem 2. Let complex matrix Abe a contraction, and define the unitary defi-
ciency 8 of A as above. Then A possesses a unitary power embedding M to exponent 
k, with M having p. more rows than A, if and only if p^k8. 
When k= 1, this Theorem is an easy special case of a known result [6] on sin-
gular values. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that A is not unitary, that M is, and that (1) holds with 
fcs2. Then, after a unitary similarity preserving A, the matrix M takes the form 
M = [My]osi)ist with 
(a) MW=A and the other diagonal blocks square; 
(b) each block is zero, except perhaps for M00, M01, M u , Mk0, Mkl, and Afi l + 1 
for l^i<k; 
(c) blocks M23, M3 4 , . . . , Mk_l k are each unitary and 5x8; 
(d) block M12 has 8 columns and at least 8 rows; block Mk0 has 8 rows, all linearly 
independent. 
Proof . We begin with A f = | ^ ^ j . After a block diagonal similarity by a 
unitary matrix of the form diag (I, W), we preserve A and change C to WC. Choosing 
the last rows of IF to be an orthonormal basis for the row space of C*, we convert C 
to a matrix in which the first rows are zero and the last are linearly independent. So 
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repartition M as 
M = 
Moo M>i M 0 2 
0 M u M 1 2 
Mgo M 2 1 M 2 2 
with square diagonal blocks, M00—A, and linearly independent rows in M20. 
From M*M=I we get Mt0M20=I—A*A. Since I—A*A has rank <5, this also is the 
rank of M20M20 and therefore of M20. Hence M20 has <5 rows. The leading block in 
M2 is A2+M02M2a. Hence MQ2M20—0, and as M20 has independent rows, M02=0. 
Orthogonality of columns then forces M22=0. Since M22 is 5 X8 and since M02=0, 
M12 must have independent columns. It follows that M12 has at least S rows. This 
completes the proof for k—2. 
Suppose the result established for k, and now assume Mk+1Z)Ak+1. After 
a block.diagonal unitary similarity preserving A, we may make the last rows of M12 
independent and the remaining rows zero. Since M12 has 8 columns, necessarily 
independent, this lower block in M12 is <5x<5 and unitary. Now repartition as in the 
proof of Lemma 1. Then M23 is 8x8 and M'X2 possibly is vacuous. We must show 
that M'02—0, M'12 has 8 columns and at least <5 rows, M'21=0, M22=0, M'k+li2—0. 
For simplicity, drop primes. Since Mk+1uAk+1, we have 
M 0 2 A f 2 3 . . . A f k > k + 1 M t + l f 0 = 0. 
Linear independence of rows in M23, ..., Mk+U0 forces M0 2=0. Orthogonality of 
columns forces M2 1=0, M22=0, Mk+lt2=0. If M12 were absent, Mm would be 
forced to be a direct summand of M, hence unitary. Therefore M12 is present, and as 
M22 is 5 x8, M12 has 8 columns, necessarily independent. Therefore it has at least 8 
rows. 
P roof of Theorem 2. Suppose that a power embedding of A into a unitary 
matrix M exists, to exponent k. We wish to show that the number ji of additional 
rows in M satisfies f i^k8. If A is already unitary this is evident. Suppose A to be 
not unitary. If k=1 we have 
f A M01l 
L M10 MUJ 
M 
Ai10 i r ± u . 
where M*qM10=I—A*A has rank 5; therefore M10 has at least 8 rows, hence pi^S. 
Now suppose ¿"s 2. Then M may be put in the form described in Lemma 5, with 
blocks M12, M a , ..., Mk0 each having at least <5 rows. Therefore n^kS . 
Turning to the converse, since both I—AA* and I—A*A have rank 8, nonsin-
gular matrices X and Y exist such that 
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Set 
* = C = -[0,Ii]Y, D = [0, I^YA*X*~1 J^J, 
and form the matrix 
Vol 1 
We claim that this matrix is unitary. Certainly AA*+BB*=IX. Next, note that 
(6) X-*AY* [J / ] = X~1A(I-A*A)Y-1 = X-1 (I-AA*)AY-i = 
= [ o o 
The definition of D shows that 
ra—m — *m>*-Mi\-
This equation is the same as AC*+BD*=0. 
Finally, we show that CC*+DD*=TS. We have, using (6) at one point, 
[2 ¿MS SMS J)-™-" 
= Y*~1(I—2A*A+A* (A A*) A) F = 
= Y*-i{l-2A*A+A*\l-x\1^ ° j ^ J ^ j r - 1 = 
— IS 
_ r o o i _ r o o i r o z>*i r o o ] _ r o 0 1 
~ l o / J Lz> o J l o 0 J ~ I 0 i j 1 0 23Z>*J" 
Hence CC*+DD*=Iit as claimed. 
Therefore matrix (5) is unitary, and has 5 more rows than A. This settles the case 
k= 1. For 1, we use these blocks B, C, D together with the construction in the 
proof of Theorem 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Let us note two additional facts: (i) If contraction A has real entries, this proof 
produces a real dilation M; (ii) If contraction A has quaternion entries, this proof 
produces a symplectic dilation M, i.e., a unitary M with quaternion entries. 
It should also be noted that essentially this proof is already in the literaure; 
see [1]. 
4. Unimodular power embeddings 
Now let aXa matrix A have entries from a commutative principal ideal domain 
R. We wish to embed A to exponent k into a unimodular matrix M. We take the uni-
modular deficiency <5 of A to be the number of non-unit invariant factors of A. Then 
¿ = 0 if and only if A is unimodular. We adopt the convention that any matrix A 
over R now is to be viewed as a contraction. (This is not quite as unnatural as it 
seems: if we were to permit matrices with entries from the field of fractions of R, 
by p-adic theory the contractions would be just those with entries in R.) 
Theorem 3. Let matrix A have entries in the principal ideal domain R. Then 
A possesses a unimodular power embedding M to exponent k, with M having p more 
rows than A, if and only if p^ki5, where ô is the unimodular deficiency of A defined 
above. 
When k=lr this theorem is a special case of a known result [7] on invariant 
factors. 
Lemma 6. Assume that A is not unimodular, and that A is power embedded in 
unimodular M to exponent k. Then, after a unimodular similarity preserving A, M takes 
the form M=[A/y]0S< t JSk , where 
(a) MW=A and each diagonal block Mn is square, 
(b) Mu=0 if j^i+2, 
(c) Mi0=0 for 1 
(d) Each block M12, M^, ..., Mk0 has at least ô rows, with M23, ..., Mk0 each 
having all rows independent and M12 at least S independent rows. 
Proof . By induction on k. For k=1 we need only show that M10 has at least 
ô independent rows. After a block diagonal unimodular similarity of M preserving 
A, no generality is lost if M10 is cast into Hermite form. If it has fewer than <5 non-
zero rows, by a column Laplace expansion det M is a linear combination of a X a 
minors formed from the first a columns of M, each minor using at least a—¿ + 1 
rows from Moa. Thus det M is a linear combination of (a—<5-f l)-square minors 
from M00. If j is the first nonunit invariant factor of A=M 0 0 , each of these minors 
is divisible by s, so that s is a factor of det M. This is impossible. 
Now assume the result for k. By a block diagonal unimodular similarity of M 
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preserving A, we may cast M12 into row Hermite form, with the nonzero (and inde-
pendent) rows last. Now repartition M as before. Then Mk+1^>Ak+1 implies 
M02M23...Mktk+1Mk+10=0 and hence (by independence of rows) MO2=0. Let 
the blocks be «¡X«,-. We must show that and that M12 has at least ¿independ-
ent rows. To see that 8^n1} expand det M down its first n0—a columns, with com-
plementary minors coming from the last «j-f-• ••+nk+1 columns. If a minor uses x 
rows from MQO, and if this minor is not to be divisible by s we must have x^n0—8. 
Also, it must use n0—x rows from M t + 1 > 0 . 
Expand the complementary minor down the columns running through M01. 
A nonzero minor in this expansion must use all the rows in M01 that were not used in 
M00, and perhaps some rows from Mn, ..., Mk+1>a. The complement of this minor 
uses all the columns and some of the rows of 
There are nx+...+nk+1 —(n0—x) rows to select from to produce a nonzero minor, 
and n2+ ...+nk+1 must be used. Consequently if there is to be a term in the expansion 
of det M not divisible by s, we must have n2+ ...+nk+1^n1 + ...+nk+1—(n0—x). 
Thus 8^n0—xS«!. If there were not 8 independent rows in M12, we could cast M12 
into row Hermite form, and repeat the last argument with a smaller matrix M12 
having less than 8 rows. 
P r o o f of Theo rem 3. We first show that ¡i^k8. If A is unimodular this 
is clear. If not, M partitions into «¡X«; blocks, with S=n2, ..., 
S=nk . Hence /i^kS. 
Conversely, we first produce a unimodular matrix of size (a+<5)X(a+<5): 
Let A = U diag (/, S)V, where U and V are unimodular, and 5 is diagonal with the 
nonunit invariant factors of A as diagonal elements. (The Smith form of A.) Here 
S is 8x8. Then let 
M12 0 0 ... 0 
M22 M23 0 ... 0 
Mk2 Mk3 . . . . Mktk+1 
+ M k + 1>3 . ... M t + l j i + 1 
\A l e D J 
/ 0 0 
0 s I, 
0 h 0 
This matrix is plainly unimodular and has 8 more rows and columns than A. This 
settles the case &=1, and k > \ is now treated as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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5. Complex orthogonal power embeddings 
Let aXa matrix A now have complex entries. The closeness of A to (complex) 
orthogonality will be measured by the rank of <5 of I—AAT. This also is the rank of 
I—ArA, because: the rank of I—AAT is a minus the number of elementary divisors 
of AAT belonging to eigenvalue 1. Since the elementary divisors of a matrix product 
AB belonging to a nonzero eigenvalue are also those of BA (Flander's Theorem), 
ATA must have the same elementary divisors for 1 as AAT. Of course, ¿ = 0 if and 
only if A is already orthogonal. 
Theo rem 4. Let matrix A have complex entries. Then A possesses a complex 
orthogonal power embedding into M, to exponent k, with M having p more rows than 
A, if and only if p^kô, where 8 is the orthogonal deficiency of A defined above. 
The proof of sufficiency is entirely analogous to the sufficiency proof in Theorem 
2, changing * to T. Only the necessity needs proof. First we treat the case k= 1. Let 
Orthogonality demands that Af01M0^=7—AAT, and hence M01 must have rank at 
least 8. Therefore it has at least 8 columns. 
The following lemma will be required -below. 
Lemma 7. Let S be a kXn complex matrix with SST=Ik. Then an nXn 
orthogonal matrix O exists with S as the last k rows. 
Proof . Plainly S has rank k, hence fcs« and it has a kxk nonsingular sub-
matrix. Let P be a permutation matrix such that SP has its initial kxk submatrix 
nonsingular. Set 5P=[S 1 , S2], with S\ invertible. Now take 
with X=-YSjSilT. Then Ar51T+ rS2T=0, for any choice of Y. We require 
XXT+YYT=In_k and this amounts to 
Now Ik=S1S?+S2Sj=S1[Ik+(Si1S<d(Sr1SjT]S?. Hence - 1 is not an eigen-
value of (Sr152)(5 ,r1S2)T, and therefore not of (51_1iS'2)T(5r152). Thus 
SjSilTSi1S2+In_k is nonsingular, and hence (7) can be satisfied by some choice 
of Y. (Note that Y is square.) For this choice of Y, O is orthogonal, and the lemma is 
proved. 
A M01 
M10 Mu ] 
(7) y [ S 2 T 5 r 1 T 5 r 1 1 S 2 + 7 n _ j y T = 7„ 'n-k-
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Now we handle the case k=2. Rename the blocks in M a s 
Then CT C=7— ArA = FT diag (0, Ig) Y for some invertible Y. Hence 
( C T - 1 ) T ( C T - 1 ) = diag ( 0 , I S ) . 
Let S be the ¡1X8 matrix comprising the last 8 columns of CT - 1 . Then STS=Is, 
and by the lemma an orthogonal O exists of the form 
rZ Ol \ZY{] 
Then OCY~1 = I , for some Z, and so OC= , where Yx, Y2 arise from 10 7 j L r J 
a partitioning of Y as Y= J^1 j . Then 
C T C = YJZTZY1 + YT2Y2 = (ZY1)T(ZY1) + F T [ ® ° ] Y = + C T C . 
Therefore (ZF1)T(ZF1)=0 and YjY2=CTC. Moreover Y2 is ¿Xa with independ-
ent rows. Perform an orthogonal similarity on M by diag (/„, O). After this simi-
larity, we partition M as 
A M01 M02 
M = M10 Mu M12 
M 2 0 M 2 1 M 2 2 
with square diagonal blocks, M 2 0 =F 2 is 8Xoc with independent rows, and 
M 1 0 = Z Y 1 , so that Mj,M1 0=0. If we pass to PMPT with a block diagonal permu-
tation matrix, we perform a permutation similarity on A and arrange that the initial 
8x8 block in M20 is nonsingular, and still have MJqM1o=0. 
We proceed to simplify the form of M. Let T be an as yet unspecified aX8 
matrix. Observe that M10TTrMj0 is nilpotent (its square is zero), and therefore 
I+M10TTrMj0 is invertible. Choose a nonsingular X such that 
X(I+M10TTtM?0)Xt = 7, 
then set Y=-XMWT. Both X and Y depend on T. Now set 
® 
This matrix is orthogonal. Applying to M a block diagonal orthogonal similarity 
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by diag (4 , О), we get in the lower left positions 
XM10(Ia-TM20) 
M* n ] 
We now choose T, therefore also Zand Y. Since the leading SxS submatrix in tfM 
is nonsingular, we may choose T so that 
TM, -['¿¿У 
For this choice of T, the upper block in (8) has the form [0, • ], where the 0 has ö 
columns. That is, after an orthogonal similarity preserving the structure of M, we 
may take M in the form 
M = 
M01 M02 
[0, M;0] Mu M12 
[М2й , M2„] M21 M22 _ 
where M20 is 5xS and invertible. (The whole purpose of this reduction was to get a 
nonsingular block in Af20 beneath a zero block in M10.) 
Now invoke the condition M2z>A2. This yields 
M0 1[0, + M o i [M 2 0 , M2'0] = 0. 
Because М'2й is invertible, we get M02=0. And now, because M is orthogonal, 
[0, МГ0]ТМ12+[М^0, м;0]тм22 = 0, 
yielding M20TM22=0, whence M22=0. Also, we now have AAJ+M0lMl1 = la, 
whence M01Mji has rank <5, and thus M01 has at least <5 columns. Hence M has at 
least 28 more rows than A. 
We have Mj2M12=Is, hence an orthogonal О exists with 
o ' 
for some Z. Then OM12 = ^ j , and a block diagonal orthogonal similarity of M by 
diag (/, O, / ) preserves the block structure and converts M12 to ^ J. Repartitioning 
we now get 
A M01 M02 0' 
[0, M U M u M l 2 0 
[0, MlJ M21 M22 Id 
_[M'Z(>,M^} M3l M32 0. 
with M30 8x8 and nonsingular. Orthogonality implies M20, M21, M22 are all zero. 
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We now continue by induction, analogous to the proof of Theorem 2. For 
example, M3^>A3 now implies Mo2=0 (using M2z>A2), whence M32=0, and 
a splitting of M12 can be obtained, etc. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Comment . Each theorem above is of the following type: Given a semigroup 
G of matrices of specified size nXn, and a fixed matrix A, how large must n be so that 
M exists in G with M'HA' for /=1, ..., k. The same question can be formulated 
for other semigroups. For example, if G is the full linear group, then M must have at 
least kő more rows than A, where <5 is the nullity of A. We omit the proof. 
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